INTRODUCTION
Laws in roughly half of US states allow labor unions and public sector employers to establish "agency shop" arrangements that cover state and local government workplaces. In an agency shop arrangement, all employees in a particular unit are required-as a condition of their employment-to pay a "fair-share" or "agency" fee to cover the local union's collective bargaining costs, regardless of whether the employee joins the union or agrees with its positions. The union, for its part, is required to represent the interests of all employees in the unit-both members and nonmembers. 1 Supporters of agency shop arrangements argue that the fee requirement is justified to prevent nonunion members from free riding off the union's bargaining efforts without contributing anything to the union themselves. Opponents of agency shop arrangements argue that the fee requirement violates the First Amendment rights of nonunion members. These opponents contend that requiring a public sector employee to pay money to a union is like forcing her to speak out in favor of a cause with which she disagrees.
Although the Supreme Court rejected this First Amendment argument in the 1977 case Abood v Detroit Board of Education 2 -which has survived for nearly four decades-the Court will soon reconsider that ruling. In January 2016, the justices will hear oral argument in Friedrichs v California Teachers Association, 3 
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Court will use Friedrichs as an opportunity to overrule Abood. 4 The Friedrichs plaintiffs took their cue from the 2014 case Harris v Quinn, 5 in which the Court declined to overturn Abood, but Justice Samuel Alito's majority opinion nonetheless expressed substantial misgivings about the precedent. 6 Alito wrote that Abood is "something of an anomaly" and that " [t] he Abood Court's analysis is questionable on several grounds." 7 The majority's message was not subtle: as Justice Elena Kagan observed in dissent, "the majority [could not] restrain itself from providing a critique of [Abood] , suggesting that it might have resolved the case differently in the first instance." 8 In the aftermath of that decision, opponents of agency shop arrangements did not wait long before asking the Court to do what it stopped short of doing in Harris: overrule Abood and hold that the First Amendment forbids agency shop arrangements in the public sector. 9 After Harris came down, the plaintiffs in Friedrichs asked the Ninth Circuit to rule against them without oral argument so that they could bring their challenge to the Supreme Court as quickly as possible. 10 The Ninth Circuit complied, and the Supreme Court granted certiorari to decide " [w] hether Abood . . . should be overruled and public-sector 'agency shop' arrangements invalidated under the First Amendment." 11 As seasoned observers of One First Street know, the Court does not generally grant certiorari to reconsider its own precedent; when it does, it often does so with the intention of overruling its earlier decision. Id at 2632. 7 Id at 2627, 2632. This was not the first time that Alito expressed doubts about the wisdom of Abood in a majority opinion. See Knox v Service Employees International Union, Local 1000, 132 S Ct 2277, 2290 (2012) (suggesting that the Abood Court had applied private sector precedents to the public sector union context "without any focused analysis"). 8 So when the Court took up the Friedrichs case this past June, it was only natural that union leaders "expressed alarm" over the grant of certiorari. 13 As Ilya Shapiro of the Cato Institute recently put it, "the smart money is [ ] 5-4 in favor of the petitioners here." 14 This Essay does not take a position on whether Abood willor ought to-survive. Instead, we set out to answer a different question: Why do government employers and unions in more than twenty states continue to choose agency shop arrangements over alternative mechanisms for addressing the free rider problem in public sector workplaces? If a public sector employer wants to make sure that a labor union is compensated for the cost of representing nonmembers, the employer could just as easily reimburse the union for those expenses directly. To offset the cost of this direct payment, the employer could then reduce each employee's salary by an amount equal to the employee's share of the union's collective bargaining expenses while also freeing employees from the obligation to pay agency fees. This direct payment alternative would seem to accomplish the same objective as existing agency shop arrangements: it would prevent employees who are not union members from reaping the benefits of union representation without sharing the costs. And while the wages of public sector employees would be reduced by their pro rata shares of the union's bargaining costs, existing agency shop arrangements already reduce wages by that amount, since employees must pay their pro rata shares in the form of union dues or agency fees.
In fact, what we call the direct payment alternative might leave public sector employers and employees better off than existing agency shop arrangements. First, the direct payment alternative eases the First Amendment concerns that are front and center in Friedrichs. A direct payment from a government entity to a union would almost certainly qualify as "government speech" and would thus be subject to less-stringent scrutiny under present 36, 68 (2004) First Amendment doctrine. 15 Second, the direct payment alternative would lead to lower federal taxes for most public sector employees. An employee's pro rata share of union bargaining expenses would not be included in gross pay for the purposes of Social Security or Medicare taxes, and it would not be included in adjusted gross income for the purposes of personal federal income tax liability. While union dues and agency fees are deductible expenses under current federal tax law, these deductions are subject to several restrictions that substantially limit their value in practice. As we argue, most public sector employees would fare better on an after-tax basis if their employers adopted the direct payment alternative instead of the agency shop arrangement.
The apparent advantages of the direct payment alternative give rise to a puzzle: If the direct payment alternative would allow public sector employers and unions to accomplish the same objective as agency shop arrangements with fewer constitutional concerns and with favorable tax consequences, why do state and local governments and unions nevertheless maintain agency shop arrangements? It is true that in many states a switch to the direct payment alternative would require a legislative change, but agency shop arrangements are themselves mostly a product of legislative choice. And yet state and local governments in nearly half of US states have chosen-either legislatively or otherwiseto adopt an agency shop arrangement instead of the direct payment alternative. 16 In this Essay, we compare and contrast the basic features of the agency shop arrangement and the direct payment alternative, and we consider the constitutional, economic, and political factors that might lead state and local governments and public sector unions to choose one approach over the other. On first glance, the direct payment alternative appears to be the more advantageous approach for all parties involved: state and local governments, employees, and unions. Thus the puzzle: Why does the agency shop approach persist today? We present several hypotheses drawn from behavioral economics and political psychology-and, in particular, from the emerging literature on the salience of taxes and fees-that might explain why employers and unions would opt for agency shop arrangements despite the apparent advantages of the direct payment alternative. We conclude by considering the practical consequences of a possible Supreme Court decision overruling Abood.
I. THE AGENCY SHOP STATUS QUO
We begin by briefly outlining the agency shop arrangement that gives rise to the constitutional challenge in Friedrichs. Like many states with agency shop arrangements for public sector workplaces, California will recognize a union as the exclusive bargaining representative for the teachers in a public school district after the union submits proof to a state board that it has the support of a majority of the district's teachers. 17 Once a union attains exclusive-representative status, it has a duty to "fairly represent" all teachers in the district-including teachers who decline to join the union. 18 While teachers can opt to not join the union, nonmembers still must pay the union a "fair share services fee" (or "agency fee"), which covers the teachers' pro rata share of the union's collective bargaining-related costs. 19 Importantly, teachers who decline to join the union are obligated to pay only for expenses that the union has incurred in carrying out its exclusiverepresentative function. Nonmembers are entitled to a refund for their pro rata portion of other union expenses (for example, expenses for political activities). 20 California's agency shop arrangement is not limited to public school teachers; similar provisions cover, for example, employees of the state's transit districts and its universities. 21 Nor are these arrangements limited to California: by our count, twenty-one other states also allow public sector unions to collect agency fees. 22 Some states (such as California) mandate that certain public sector employees pay agency fees to their local unions if the employees decline to join. 23 Other states (such as Ohio and Pennsylvania) 17 See Cal Govt Code § 3544(a). 18 Cal Govt Code § 3544.9. 19 Cal Govt Code § 3546(a) (stating that the fee covers the "cost of negotiation, contract administration, and other activities of the employee organization that are germane to its functions as the exclusive bargaining representative"). See also Friedrichs Petition at *6 (cited in note 3). 20 24 Still other states carve out exceptions for non-unionmember employees who hold bona fide religious beliefs that are inconsistent with support for the union. 25 In virtually all states in which public sector agency shops exist, however, state legislatures have enacted specific statutes authorizing or mandating these arrangements. 26 Public sector employees who object to paying agency fees have brought several constitutional challenges to agency shop arrangements over the years. In Abood, teachers who declined to join their local union in Detroit argued that the agency shop arrangement violated their First Amendment rights to free speech and free association. 27 The Supreme Court, per Justice Potter Stewart, rejected the teachers' argument. The Court acknowledged that requiring teachers to pay agency fees "has an impact upon their First Amendment interests," but it found that the "governmental interests advanced by the agency-shop provision" outweighed the plaintiffs' First Amendment objections. 28 As the Court noted, the agency fee requirement "counteracts the incentive that employees might otherwise have to become 'free riders'" has a mandatory agency shop requirement with an exception for nonunion employees' bona fide religious beliefs. See Hawaii Rev Stat § § 89-3, 89-3.5, 89-4(a). 24 See Ohio Rev Code Ann § 4117.09(C) ("The agreement may contain a provision that requires as a condition of employment . . . that the employees in the unit who are not members of the employee organization pay to the employee organization a fair share fee."); 43 Pa Cons Stat Ann § 1102.3 ("If the provisions of a collective bargaining agreement so provide, each nonmember of a collective bargaining unit shall be required to pay to the exclusive representative a fair share fee."). 34 Justice Alito, writing for the majority, stated that the Abood Court had failed to engage in "any focused analysis" of the constitutional differences between public sector agency shops and similar private sector arrangements. 35 Two years later, in Harris, Alito, again for the majority, concluded that Abood did not apply to home care personal assistants who were jointly employed by Illinois and by individuals with disabilities. 36 In holding that personal assistants who declined to join a union could not be required to pay agency fees, the majority said that "even the best argument for the 'extraordinary power' that Abood allows a union to wield is a poor fit" for these circumstances. 37 The majority made its message even clearer when it explicitly said that Abood rested on "questionable foundations." 38 Given the language in Knox and Harris, as well as Friedrichs's hasty arrival on the Court's docket, many observers have come to suspect that the Court may be ready to overturn Abood and reconsider the continued constitutionality of agency shop arrangements. 39 29 Id at 222. 30 475 US 292 (1986) . 31 Id at 302-05. 32 500 US 507 (1991) . 33 Id at 524 ("The union surely may not, for example, charge objecting employees for a direct donation or interest-free loan to an unrelated bargaining unit for the purpose of promoting employee rights or unionism generally.").
34 132 S Ct 2277 (2012). 35 Id at 2290. 36 Harris, 134 S Ct at 2636-37. 37 Id at 2636 (citation omitted). 38 Id at 2638. 39 See text accompanying notes 13-14.
II. THE DIRECT PAYMENT ALTERNATIVE
The primary justification for agency shop arrangementsand one that the Abood Court expressly acknowledged-is that the fee requirement "reduce[s] the risk that nonunion employees will become 'free riders' by fairly distributing the costs of exclusive representation." 40 But an agency shop arrangement is not the only way that states can ensure this result. If public sector employers want to guarantee that unions are reimbursed for their collective bargaining costs (including the cost of representing nonmembers), then there is an even more straightforward way to achieve that objective: the employer could reimburse the union for those expenses directly.
A concrete example illustrates this point. Let's say that a union in California represents a school district's one hundred teachers and incurs $100,000 a year in collective bargaining-related expenses. For the sake of simplicity, let's also assume that each teacher in the district earns $50,000 a year. Under the existing agency shop arrangement, every teacher must pay $1,000 to the union to cover her share of the union's collective bargaining costs.
(Teachers who choose to join the union also pay additional dues to cover expenses that are unrelated to collective bargaining.) The end result is that although all teachers nominally earn $50,000, their pretax pay is really $49,000 because each pays a minimum-and mandatory-$1,000 agency fee to the union.
The direct payment alternative would reproduce this result. Instead of requiring teachers to pay the union, however, the school district would reimburse the union directly for its $100,000 in collective bargaining-related expenses. To account for these costs, the district would then want to reduce each teacher's salary from $50,000 to $49,000. The teachers, however, would be no worse off: they would no longer have to pay their $1,000 share of the union's collective bargaining costs, so their pretax pay would be the same as in the agency shop arrangement. The union would also be no worse off: it would still be reimbursed for its collective bargainingrelated expenses and could still charge additional dues to members. And the school district would be in the same position as well: instead of a $5 million payroll, it would have a $4.9 million payroll plus a $100,000 line item on its budget for the union reimbursement.
From an economic perspective, then, the direct payment alternative appears to be identical (at least on a pretax basis) to the 40 Abood, 431 US at 260 (Powell concurring). agency shop status quo; from a constitutional law perspective, though, it is not. If money is speech, 41 then the money flowing from the public sector employer to the union under the direct payment alternative is government speech. (After all, it is the government's money.) And while the First Amendment restricts the government's ability to compel private individuals to communicate (and fund) messages with which they disagree, the First Amendment does not prevent the government from communicating whatever message it wants (within broad bounds). 42 The Court has long held that the government may make a "value judgment" regarding even highly controversial policy objectives, and that the government may "implement that judgment by the allocation of public funds." 43 As Chief Justice William Rehnquist put it in the 1991 case Rust v Sullivan, 44 "[t]he Government can, without violating the Constitution, selectively fund a program to encourage certain activities it believes to be in the public interest." 45 So if a state believes that the public interest requires unions to be reimbursed for the costs of representing all employees (both members and nonmembers) in collective bargaining, the Rust rule would seem to allow the state to reimburse unions for those costs.
Indeed, regardless of whether the Court overrules Abood, the direct payment alternative seems to offer advantages over the agency shop status quo. While Abood allows public sector unions to charge nonmembers for collective bargaining costs, it limits the unions' ability to charge nonmembers for other expenses not directly related to collective bargaining. 46 As the Court later elaborated in Lehnert, "chargeable activities must (1) be 'germane' to collective-bargaining activity; (2) be justified by the government's vital policy interest in labor peace and avoiding 'free riders'; and (3) not significantly add to the burdening of free speech that is inherent in the allowance of an agency or union shop." 47 The Lehnert Court concluded that a union "surely may not . . . charge objecting employees" for the expense of "promoting employee rights or unionism generally," and that a union also may not 41 The direct payment alternative would make much of this case law moot. Public sector entities can-consistent with governmentspeech doctrine-use their own funds to promote employee rights or unionism generally. And if it is the government using its own funds to reimburse public sector unions, then we doubt that any taxpayer would have standing to challenge the specifics of the reimbursement decision in court. 50 At the very least, it appears that a nonunion public employee would have much more trouble contesting the government's decision to reimburse a public sector union for a specific expense than she would have contesting the chargeability of costs under Abood and Lehnert. For unions, then, the agency shop status quo creates a headache that the direct payment alternative potentially avoids. 51 Federal tax law provides a further reason to suspect that public sector employers, employees, and unions would be better off under the direct payment alternative than under the existing agency shop arrangement. Although taxpayers can claim a deduction for union dues and agency fees, 52 the deduction is subject to a 2 percent floor on miscellaneous itemized deductions. 53 Thus, if a public sector employee's miscellaneous itemized deductions amount to less than 2 percent of her adjusted gross income, the deduction for agency fees and union dues does not help her at all. 48 Id at 524. 49 Id. 50 See, for example, DaimlerChrysler Corp v Cuno, 547 US 332, 346 (2006) (holding that "state taxpayers have no standing under Article III to challenge state tax or spending decisions simply by virtue of their status as taxpayers"). 51 We should note that the direct payment alternative might be less favorable from the union's perspective if the public sector employer exercises significant discretion over which costs it will reimburse and which costs it will not. For instance, if the public sector employer could selectively deny reimbursement for certain expenses, then it could use the reimbursement process to exercise control over the union's bargaining positions. If, on the other hand, the public sector employer could credibly commit to reimburse the union for all bona fide collective bargaining expenses, then the extent to which the employer exercises control over the union in the direct payment model would be comparable to the employer's control over the union under the agency shop status quo (and the union would be spared the expense of litigating Lehnert-like challenges to chargeability (Note that the most common itemized deductions-for homemortgage interest, state and local income and property taxes, charitable contributions, and medical and dental expenses-do not count toward the 2 percent floor.) 54 Moreover, many low-and middle-income public sector employees opt to take the standard deduction, in which case the deductibility of union dues and agency fees provides no benefit to them whatsoever. And under an agency shop arrangement, union dues and agency fees are included in an employee's wages for purposes of federal Social Security and Medicare taxes, regardless of whether the employee itemizes or claims the standard deduction. 55 True, payroll tax payments also increase an employee's ultimate Social Security benefits-but for most workers, the effective marginal Social Security tax rate is positive (an additional $1 in taxes paid leads to less than $1 more in lifetime benefits). 56 Under the direct payment alternative, by contrast, the employee would owe no payroll tax on her pro rata share of her local union's collective bargaining expenses. So most public sector employees would be better off after taxes if their workplaces switched to the direct payment alternative. 57
III. THE PUBLIC SECTOR PUZZLE
Why, then, do public sector employers and unions continue to choose the agency shop arrangement instead of the direct payment alternative as a mechanism for making sure that nonmembers bear a share of bargaining expenses? In the private sector, the answer is quite simple: federal labor law prohibits private sec- tor employers from making direct payments to unions. Section 302 of the Labor Management Relations Act of 1947 58 (LMRA) provides that no employer may pay "any money or other thing of value" to any labor organization representing that employer's workers. 59 Yet the definition of "employer" for purposes of the LMRA (and the earlier National Labor Relations Act 60 ) excludes "any State or political subdivision thereof." 61 And courts have concluded that § 302 of the LMRA does not apply to public sector employers. 62 To be sure, many states with agency shop models-including California-currently prohibit public sector employers from making direct payments to labor unions, 63 ). This conclusion is perhaps not as obvious as it initially seems: the definition of "employer" in 29 USC § 152 applies "in this subchapter," and the restriction on financial transactions between employers and unions appears in a different subchapter. We are aware of no authority, however, suggesting that § 302 of the LMRA applies to the public sector. merely prohibit public employers from "dominating" or "interfering" with labor unions: 65 in these states, the direct payment alternative is arguably already permissible, and a switch to direct payment may require no change in the law.
Perhaps one could argue that even though § 302 of the LMRA does not apply to public sector unions, the policy rationales underlying § 302 should apply with equal force to public sector workplaces. We are skeptical of this claim, at least insofar as it may be used to justify states' choice of an agency shop arrangement over the direct payment alternative. There are very good reasons to ban employers-public or private-from making payments to union officials: at the extreme, an employer who makes such a payment might be bribing the official to take a softer stance in bargaining. 66 The antibribery rationale is less compelling, though, when the employer reimburses the union only for its collective bargaining expenses. After all, this already happens in a more roundabout way under the agency shop status quo, since the employer pays its employees and requires the employees to reimburse the union for their pro rata share of collective bargaining costs. Channeling the payment through the employee does not change the fact that money ultimately flows from employer to union.
Concededly, the arrangement could undermine union independence if the employer exercised control over which expenses were reimbursed and which expenses were not. But a state could mitigate that risk if, for instance, it established an independent board that reviewed union expenses and made reimbursement decisions itself. The board would then tell the employer how much it had to pay the union; the employer would have no role in setting that amount. 67 And given the looming background threat of litigation over which activities are properly "chargeable" under Lehnert, 68 the agency shop arrangement is also not free from the threat that unions' reimbursement requests may be denied. We are skeptical that the policies underlying the LMRA's ban on employer-to-union payments can justify the adoption of agency shop arrangements over the direct payment model.
Instead, we believe that behavioral economics offers a more plausible account of why agency shops might appear preferable. The choice between the agency shop and direct payment models has an analog in the behavioral-economics literature examining the difference between tax-inclusive and tax-exclusive prices. If a jurisdiction imposes a 7 percent sales tax and a product's pretax price is $1, a display of the price is tax inclusive if the label shows a $1.07 cost to consumers; the display is tax exclusive if the label shows a $1 price and the $0.07 sales tax is added at the register. The distinction between agency shop arrangements and the direct payment alternative is in some ways similar to the distinction between tax-exclusive and tax-inclusive prices. Salaries in an agency shop arrangement are "agency fee exclusive": in the example above, California teachers are told that they will earn $50,000 even though their pretax pay (net of agency fees) is never higher than $49,000. By contrast, salaries under the direct payment alternative are "agency fee inclusive": each employee's pro rata share of the union's bargaining costs is factored into the wage before it is presented to the employee. Researchers in recent years have found that consumers reduce their purchases by a larger margin when presented with taxinclusive prices rather than tax-exclusive prices. For example, Professor Raj Chetty and his coauthors conducted an experiment in 2006 in which some grocery store customers saw labels that included a 7.4 percent sales tax, while others saw a tax-exclusive price and were charged the 7.4 percent sales tax upon checkout. Chetty and his coauthors found that quantity sold and revenue raised were 8 percent lower when consumers were presented with a tax-inclusive price as opposed to a tax-exclusive price. 69 Professors David Gamage and Darien Shanske cite the Chetty study as evidence that policymakers can manipulate the "market salience" of taxation: When taxpayers are confronted with tax information at the time that they make market decisions, the tax is more likely to affect their market behavior. When taxpayers learn only later how a market decision will affect their tax liability, the market salience of the tax is lower and its likely effect on behavior is diminished. 70 Since the seminal paper by Chetty and his coauthors was published, several other studies have reached similar conclusions. 71 This literature suggests that the choice between agency shop arrangements and the direct payment alternative may affect teachers' labor market decisions. Imagine a teacher who is weighing a job at a unionized public school in California with a $50,000 salary versus a nearly identical job at a nonunionized private school with a $49,500 salary. The teacher may fail to account for the fact that the $50,000 salary at the unionized public school yields $49,000 in pretax pay once the agency fee is subtracted. The teacher may choose the public school job on the basis of the seemingly higher salary even though the private school offer is actually more remunerative. Under the direct payment alternative, the same teacher faced with a $49,000 offer from a unionized public school and a $49,500 offer from a nonunionized private school may choose the private school job instead. By reducing the salience of union costs at the time that teachers make labor market decisions, agency shop arrangements may make public school offers appear to be more attractive than they would look under the direct payment alternative. 72 We should attach two immediate caveats to this hypothesis. 72 Of course, unionization may also affect wage rates. See, for example, Bruce Western and Jake Rosenfeld, Unions, Norms, and the Rise in U.S. Wage Inequality, 76 Am Sociological Rev 513, 533 (2011) (examining the relationship between lower wages and decreased union membership). But even if unionization causes employees' wages to rise, and even if unions are more effective in an agency shop setting than in a right-to-work environment, we have no reason to believe that the impact of unionization on wage rates would be conditional on the choice between the agency shop arrangement and the direct payment alternative.
We should note that there may be instances in which an employee benefits from a higher nominal salary, even if the higher nominal salary does not translate into a higher after-tax wage. An employee's nominal salary may be relevant when the employee is seeking to qualify for a mortgage loan or when the employee is negotiating a salary with a subsequent employer. We strongly suspect, though, that the tax benefits from a lower nominal wage under the direct payment alternative would outweigh the mortgage market and subsequent labor market benefits of the higher wage in an agency shop setup-at least in most cases. research in the retail sales tax context translate to the labor market context. The evidence so far is largely limited to laboratory experiments, and even those results are inconclusive. 73 When the financial stakes are high (as in the choice between two jobs), individuals may be willing to bear the cognitive cost of calculating their effective wage rates net of taxes and fees. 74 Accordingly, the presentation of taxes and fees may matter less in the labor market context than when consumers are making a series of lowstakes decisions in the aisles of a grocery store. 75 And workers in some professions (for example, teaching) may be so familiar with agency fees and union dues that they compare job opportunities with full awareness of the union-related costs associated with each salary offer.
Second, our hypothesis is not that public sector employers and unions consciously chose agency shop arrangements over the direct payment alternative because they set out to trick workers into public sector jobs. We make no claims regarding the initial motivations of states and unions that have adopted agency shop arrangements: it is possible, and perhaps probable, that public sector employers simply borrowed the agency shop model from the private sector context, in which the direct payment alternative is prohibited. 76 Our point is only that when states, public sector employers, and unions consider a switch to the direct payment alternative, market salience may be a relevant factor. This is especially so if the switch from an agency shop arrangement to the direct payment alternative would result in an immediate cut to the nominal salaries of public sector employees. To use the same 73 Compare Tomer Blumkin, Bradley J. Ruffle, and Yosef Ganun, Are Income and Consumption Taxes Ever Really Equivalent? Evidence from a Real-Effort Experiment with Real Goods, 56 Eur Econ Rev 1200, 1206 (2012) (finding that "subjects' labor supply is significantly more responsive to the income tax than the consumption tax"), with Andrew T. Hayashi, Brent K. Nakamura, and David Gamage, Experimental Evidence of Tax Salience and the Labor-Leisure Decision: Anchoring, Tax Aversion, or Complexity?, 41 Pub Fin Rev 203, 205 (2013) (noting that "willingness to work is sensitive to wage framing, but that these effects disappear when all-inclusive wages are made transparent"). 74 Note, though, that even when the financial stakes are high, public school teachers appear to be more responsive to incentives that are framed as losses rather than as gains. example, even though teachers may be at least as well off with a $49,000 salary under the direct payment alternative as with a $50,000 salary plus a $1,000 agency-fee obligation, convincing teachers of that fact may be difficult-particularly in light of the behavioral-economics evidence indicating that individuals tend to focus on nominal prices and are especially averse to outcomes that are framed as losses. 77 The market-salience hypothesis is not the only plausible explanation for the persistence of agency shop arrangements. Tax scholars have drawn a useful distinction between "market salience" and "political salience": the latter refers to the way in which "tax presentation affects voting behavior and political outcomes." 78 The study of political salience springs from the idea that voters focus on "who appears to pay the tax rather than who actually bears the burden." 79 So, for example, voters may perceive the Federal Insurance Contributions Act 80 (FICA) tax as a 7.65 percent tax on employees and a 7.65 percent tax on employers, even though economists generally believe that the FICA tax would have the same effect on after-tax incomes if it were styled as a 15.3 percent tax on workers' wages.
Political salience may affect the choice between agency shop arrangements and the direct payment alternative in two ways. First, voters in agency shop states may perceive fair-share fees as being paid by employees-despite the fact that an agency shop arrangement is virtually identical on a pretax basis to a scenario in which government employers directly reimburse labor unions for their bargaining costs. A lump-sum transfer from a state or local government to a labor union might well spark a public outcry, even though the economic effect of an agency shop arrangement is no different.
Second, public sector employees in agency shop states may perceive union dues and agency fees as being paid by employees themselves, and not by their employers. This may be so even though current agency shop arrangements exist either because the 77 state has mandated them (as in California 81 ) or because public sector employers have agreed to them (as in Ohio and Pennsylvania 82 ). In both cases, the revenue flow from agency fees depends on the acquiescence or affirmative enforcement of the state or its subdivisions. Agency shop arrangements thus give the appearance that a labor union's funding stream is independent of the government employer, even though the funding stream is dependent on the employer's decision to require that all public employees in a bargaining unit pay agency fees or union dues as a condition of employment. Union leaders may also value the appearance of being independent from their collective bargaining adversaries, even if the agency shop arrangements exist only with the blessing of state and local governments. In sum, government employers and unions alike may prefer the optics of an agency shop arrangement over the direct payment alternative, even though the distinction between the two is largely a matter of appearance. 83 Again, we do not mean to cast aspersions on state employers and unions that have opted for agency shop arrangements. We concede that the direct payment alternative may very well be a tough sell-to voters and to union members alike. Voters may react negatively to the idea that their tax dollars are going to unions, while union members may react negatively to the idea that their representatives in collective bargaining are funded by the very employers on the other side of the table. Our point is only that when one pierces through the surface of the agency shop arrangement, one sees that this is exactly what is happening already: unions are being reimbursed for their collective bargaining costs because public sector employers have decided that each employee's pro rata share of those costs should go to the union instead of to the worker. 81 See Cal Govt Code § 3546(a). 82 (2000)). While we limit our focus to the public sector union context here, we believe that findings from the tax-salience literature may shed light on the choice between compelled subsidies and direct government spending more broadly.
IV. LIFE AFTER FRIEDRICHS
What does the availability of the direct payment alternative mean for Friedrichs? We imagine that both the petitioners and the respondents in the case could argue that the availability of the direct payment alternative strengthens their case. The petitioners might say that the availability of the direct payment alternative further undermines the Abood Court's reasoning. The Abood Court held that agency fees are justified-even though they have "an impact upon [employees'] First Amendment interests"-because the fee requirement prevents "free riders" from gaining the benefits of union representation without bearing the costs. 84 Yet if state and local governments can achieve the same result through the direct payment alternative, then the agency shop arrangement would seem to impose an entirely unnecessary burden on the First Amendment rights of public employees. 85 The respondents, for their part, might argue that the availability of the direct payment alternative reveals the extreme formalism of the Friedrichs petitioners' claim. The respondents might say that the economic equivalence between the agency shop arrangement and the direct payment alternative shows that agency fees really are government speech and dissident schoolteachers have no constitutional basis to object to the government's allocation of public funds.
We leave it to others to debate the merits of the Friedrichs petitioners' claim. Instead, we conclude by considering the likely effect of a Supreme Court decision to overrule Abood (without hazarding any guess as to just how likely such a decision is). A natural reaction to the analysis above might be to say that Friedrichs does not matter much: even if Abood is overruled, public sector employers and unions can still prevent free riding by adopting the direct payment alternative. In our view, this reactionhowever natural-is nonetheless misplaced. 84 Abood, 431 US at 222. 85 For a powerful argument to this effect, see generally Aaron Tang, Public Sector Unions, the First Amendment, and the Costs of Collective Bargaining, 91 NYU L Rev *1 (forthcoming 2016), archived at http://perma.cc/PEZ9-SPSS. In an article posted to SSRN after this Essay had been accepted for publication, Aaron Tang exhaustively and incisively analyzes the constitutional implications of the direct payment alternative and, in particular, whether the availability of the direct payment alternative undermines the constitutional case for public sector agency shops. Tang concludes: "Under the First Amendment's well-established least restrictive alternative requirement, the government-payer workaround is actually a less restrictive means for attaining the government's labor peace interests that renders the fair share fee approach unconstitutional by comparison." Id at *5 (citation omitted).
First, while we believe that the direct payment alternative would pass First Amendment muster under the Court's current government-speech doctrine, we cannot say so with 100 percent certainty. A skeptic might point to Board of Regents of the University of Wisconsin System v Southworth, 86 in which the Court considered a challenge to a "mandatory student activity fee" at University of Wisconsin-Madison's campus. 87 In that case, the university required full-time students to pay a fee each year to finance various campus services and extracurricular activities. The student government then allocated those funds to various campus groups, and the student body could override those allocation decisions via referendum. The respondents in Southworth argued that the university violated their First Amendment rights by forcing them-through the activity fee-to fund groups with which they disagreed (a chapter of Amnesty International, the Lesbian Gay Bisexual Campus Center, and a student chapter of the National Organization for Women, among other groups). 88 The Southworth Court ultimately upheld the activity-fee arrangement because it was "viewpoint neutral," but in the process, the Court cast doubt on whether the distribution of activityfee funds could be considered "government speech." 89 The Court, per Justice Anthony Kennedy, said:
The case . . . does not raise the issue of the government's right . . . to use its own funds to advance a particular message. The University's whole justification for fostering the challenged expression is that it springs from the initiative of the students, who alone give it purpose and content in the course of their extracurricular endeavors. 90 The skeptic might argue, in a similar vein, that a public sector employer does not engage in government speech when it reimburses unions for their bargaining expenses. After all, union members-not the public sector employer-give "purpose and content" to the union's collective bargaining positions.
While we acknowledge this potential argument, we do not take it too seriously. In Southworth, the university denied that the speech in question was government speech, taking that issue 86 off the table. 91 And more importantly, the direct payment alternative is distinguishable from the university fee system in Southworth. In Southworth, students who objected to the use of activity-fee funds still had to pay the activity fee themselves, just as nonunion public employees presently pay fair-share fees under agency shop arrangements. Given the latitude granted to government speech, the students would have had no basis to object to the university's allocation of its own money (for example, they would not have gotten very far on a First Amendment challenge to the university's funding of its gender-studies department). Likewise, the force of the Friedrichs petitioners' argument comes from the fact that dissident teachers are forced to pay the agency fee themselves. It is hard to see how the petitioners would have any grounds on which to challenge the school district's decision to support a union with district funds. Even if the district reduced each teacher's salary by the pro rata share of collective bargaining costs, that fact would not change the First Amendment analysis.
As the Court made clear in Johanns v Livestock Marketing Association, 92 citizens "have no First Amendment right not to fund government speech," and this "is no less true when the funding is achieved through targeted assessments devoted exclusively to the program to which the assessed citizens object." 93 To be sure, if the Supreme Court overrules Abood, and if a significant number of states respond by adopting the direct payment alternative, the Court might be persuaded to reconsider elements of its government-speech doctrine. The Court's current 91 Id. The Court confronted a similar situation in United States v United Foods, Inc, 533 US 405 (2001), which involved a mandatory assessment imposed on mushroom handlers to pay for advertisements promoting mushroom sales. The Court held that the assessment violated the First Amendment rights of mushroom handlers who objected to the advertisements because it forced them to fund speech with which they disagreed. Id at 410. While the solicitor general argued that the advertisements should be considered "government speech" financed through a tax-like assessment, the Court found that the government-speech argument had been forfeited. Id at 416-17 (acknowledging the solicitor general's argument but noting that the government-speech theory "was not raised or addressed in the Court of Appeals" and therefore would not be entertained on certiorari) (quotation marks omitted).
92 544 US 550 (2005) . 93 Id at 562. Southworth can potentially be distinguished on another ground as well: Whereas the expenditures in Southworth were entirely beyond the university's direction (the fees were collected and then immediately returned to the independent student government allocating expenditures), a public sector employer's direct reimbursement of a union would likely involve scrutiny of the union's expenses. Each ex post reimbursement would in essence be a government validation of the union's costs. See id at 561-62 (noting that the "degree of governmental control over the message funded" by an assessment affects the government-speech analysis).
government-speech doctrine has few fans in the academy 94 -and quite a few critics on the Court itself. 95 It may well be that the widespread adoption of the direct payment alternative reveals the formalism of the Court's government-speech case law, leading the justices to alter the doctrine in ways that would put the direct payment alternative on weaker constitutional footing. We leave this question for others, as we anticipate a more immediate obstacle to the direct payment alternative's adoption.
That obstacle is, in a word, politics. Although some states may be able to implement the direct payment alternative without legislative change, most states with agency-fee laws also have statutory bans on direct payments to unions. 96 In order for state and local governments to reimburse unions, many states would have to change their public sector labor laws by removing the prohibitions on contributions to unions by public employers. And this, of course, would be no simple task: unions would need to secure the support of majorities in both legislative chambers as well as the state's governor (or else a legislative supermajority sufficient to override a gubernatorial veto). In many of the states with agency shop laws now in effect, this could prove to be an insuperable barrier. 97 One might ask why a state that would not adopt the direct payment alternative would nonetheless retain the agency shop status quo. The short answer is that the path from bill to statute in US states, as at the national level, is dotted with "vetogates": points at which various actors can stop a legislative initiative in its tracks. 98 For example, in a state with a number of powerful pro-union legislators but a governor who would like to weaken the state's public sector unions, it could be impossible to repeal existing agency shop laws but also impossible to pass a law authorizing the direct payment alternative. In such a state, the outcome of Friedrichs could have a significant impact: if the Court overrules Abood, the state would be unlikely to adopt the direct payment alternative as a fallback. In the states where public sector unions are more powerful, by contrast, political support for the direct payment alternative could be so strong that a decision to overrule Abood would have only a limited practical effect: before long, the state might implement the direct payment alternative that we outline here.
To see how this might play out in practice, consider two states-California and Illinois-both of which allow (or, as in California's case, sometimes require) agency shops. 99 In California, Democrats control the State Senate and State Assembly, and Democratic Governor Jerry Brown "has been allied with the labor movement since his political career began more than four decades ago." 100 If Abood is overruled, we suspect that public sector unions would have sufficient sway in Sacramento to enact the direct payment alternative. In Illinois, on the other hand, Republican Governor Bruce Rauner has emerged as a fierce foe of public sector unions, 101 and it would certainly surprise many in the Land of Lincoln if he ever signed legislation allowing unions to be reimbursed by the state for collective bargaining costs. Rauner lacks the support in the majority-Democrat General Assembly to abolish agency shop arrangements, but he still could veto legislation to implement the direct payment alternative and might well be able to defeat a veto-override attempt. 102 All of this is, of course, only speculation. But it takes us one step toward answering the question that titles our Essay. The direct payment alternative may allow public sector employers and unions to reproduce the basic effects of the agency shop arrangement even if Abood is overruled, but that does not mean Abood is irrelevant. Some states will likely switch to the direct payment alternative if the petitioners prevail in Friedrichs, but the direct payment model still differs from the agency shop arrangement in meaningful ways: potential public sector employees may respond differently to salary offers that appear lower in nominal terms, while union members and voters may react differently once the public subsidy for unions becomes more transparent. And in other states, veto players will be able to block implementation of the direct payment alternative, so the outcome in Friedrichs will indeed determine whether public sector unions are reimbursed for the costs of representing nonmembers. There, the direct payment alternative may be theoretically possible (and perhaps preferable) but, as a practical matter, may lie out of reach. So while in some states the survival of Abood affects only the mechanism by which government employers reimburse unions for the cost of representing nonmembers, in other states the outcome of Friedrichs will determine whether unions are reimbursed at all.
